In order to not overload the system OpenNebula monitors 10 hosts at a time. These hosts are those monitored less recently. However if these hosts are disabled no other host will be ever monitored.

The solution is SELECT not disabled hosts in the discover process...

Associated revisions

Revision 0ecd07d8 - 03/29/2010 09:58 PM - Ruben S. Montero

Bug #208: HostPool::discover filter outs disabled hosts

Revision 84e3d65c - 03/29/2010 10:06 PM - Ruben S. Montero

Bug #208: HostPool::discover filter outs disabled hosts
(cherry picked from commit 0ecd07d8efa3cf39d799d65481046f344b7f4c2c)

Revision d9765610 - 03/07/2017 02:32 PM - Abel Coronado

F #2347 (#208)

History

#1 - 03/30/2010 12:31 AM - Ruben S. Montero
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Resolution set to fixed